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PREFACE
No investigation conducted by Agents· of the FBI can be
characterized as routine. However, some problems and difficulties
are encountered only when extraordinary or complicated circumstances
are present. This monograph contains examples jf the application of
ingenuity and resourcefulness on the part of Bureau officials, Agents,
and members of the National Academy in devising unusual techniques
to cope with a challenge and successfully conclude an investigation.
In the field of law enforcement, it is difficult for anyone

person to know all of the techniques that have been used. Agents have
been faced with some problems that are unique, and the methods
utilized in their solution would be useful in the future only if the
investigator was confronted with an identical set of facts. The unusual
techniques set forth in this monograph have been successfully employed
in the past and have been selected with the hope that they will assist in

providing a solution to problems which will arise in the future.
Many investigative techniques are truly unusual when they are
first conceived. Often their successful utilization depends upon the fact
that they are extraordinary. However, frequent use of these devices in
*Throughout this monograph, the term "Agents" refers to Special
Agents of the FBL

similar circumstances destroys their unique character and diminishes their
effectiveness. For this reason, these techniques should not be used
frequently without modification. The examples have been selected for the
ideas they contain, and they should serve to stimulate the imagination so
that a new technique or an adaptation of an old one will be created in
order to bring an investigation to a successful culmination.
The obj ective in almost all investigations is to obtain answers
to the questions, Who? What? When? Where? Why? and How? or to
obtain Items of evidence such as fingerprints, photographs, and handwriting. Whether the purpose of an investigation is to locate a fugitive,
identify a criminal, or establish membership in a basic revolutionary
group, fundamental investigative methods such as interviews,
surveillances, and crime-scene searches are employed. In many
instances, therefore, unusual investigative techniques are adaptable to
various types of investigations. Thus, the examples are set forth
according to the kind of technique employed rather than by the
classification of the investigation.

-u-

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A.

Summary
Each investigative problem has its own

pecuUarities~

Since

this is so, it is frequently necessary to resort to novel and unique
methods in order to accompUsh the desired goals. An unusual technique
or a rare application of basic investigative methods is achieved through
the intelligent interaction of imagination, persistence, abiUty, attention
to detail, and a desire to overcome all obstacles. At some point in the
investigation, the zeal, enthusiasm, and perseverance of the Investigator
must be concentrated on the devising of a plan to achieve positive results.
Agents have assumed various identities and used clothing and
other objects as disguises in order to obtain vital information or to
observe an occurrence. There are occasions when information or
access to a premise would not be given to Agents if their official status
were lmown. Thus, it is sometimes necessary to assume the role of
an individual who could easily obtain this information or permission.
Information concerning a subject's hobbies, speciallnterests,
skills, and idiosyncrasies can serve as the basis for the development of
a technique which will solve a case. Telltale marks, identifYing the
subject with the crime, may be the result of involWltary actions on the
part of the criminal. On the other hand, cleverly designed devices have
- ill-

Lmked a subject wIth a criminal act or membership in a subversive
organlzationv
Agents and other law enforcement officers are constantly using
and frequently relying upon the assistance and co-operation of the citizenry.
Unusual methods have been developed to pI'O(;Ure this co-operation or to
put it to profitable useo

maddition to people,

commonplace items, for

example, newspapers and magazines, have served as the inspiration for
an idea which will produce fruitful results.
A little time devoted to careful and logical planning can mean
the difference between quick, positive results and aimless effort. Since
a pretext telephone caU is an investigative technique, time should be
spent in contemplating the background and mterests of the person being
caned. as welJ as the type of information being sought. To obtain the
results desIr'ed, the investigator must make the call appear legitimate
and the questllDns reasonable.
Mach:l.nes~

instruments, and other objects which are not normally

assoClated with the tools and equipment of the law enforcement officer have
been adroitly applied to investigative problems. Also, objects observed
durmg a crime",scene sear'ch sometimes appear to offer little or no
assistance in identifying the cr-immai. However ~ subsequent investigatioq
sc:ljenHflr exammatlon, or- unusual application of the intelligence information
.. iv -

tbta1ned because such an object was discovered may mate it the most
Important piece of evidence in the identification of the subject.
A well-planned interview is a fundamental investigative technique •
• 1. not uncommon to obtain full co-operation and the solution to an

",veatigative problem through a series of carefully conducted interviews.
At times, however, full and complete co-operation is not readily
obtained. The receipt of the needed lnformationmay depend upon a clever
II'Proach or the concealment of the real purpose of the interview.
8.

Conclusions
1.

A well-conceived plan to conceal an Agent's real identity can

b. successfully utilized for a variety of investigations.
2.

An investigator who is alert and knowledgeable regarding all

facets of the subject's background can devise many methods to use this
Information to his advantage.
3.

A detailed analysis of all items having any degree of

association with the subj ect or the crime may lead to the discovery of
Identifying marks or methods whi~h will produce this type of evidence.
4.

There is almost no limit to the number of ways in which an

Agent can obtain the co-operation of others during the course of an
In vestigation.

5.

I____

Objects in frequent use, such as ...

-v-

-L_ _ _ _ _ _..1

Ishould not be overlooked when an unusual

~-----------------

approach may be necessary to find the solution to a particularly difficult

problemo
6.

A carefully planned pretext telephone call may save many hours

of investigative effort and, in some cases, may produce 1nformation not
otherwise obtainable.
70

Q)jects which are normally designed for other purposes can be

used successfully by an 1nvestigator to solve a crime, apprehend a fugit1ve,
or conduct a discreet surveillance,
8.

What appears to be an insignificant or unimportant object at the

time of a crime-scene search may be vital to the solution of the case.
9.

A successful1nterview may depend upon the clever use of

some artifice to obtain complete co-operation.
10.

The knowledge gained from the solution of an investigative

problem through the utiUzation of an unusual technique should be shared f o r j
the future benefit of fellow Agents.

I
~

.~
'~

..~

•
.~

',~

-vi-

L IDENTITIES ASSUMED BY AGENTS

Norma lly the most effective and correct procedure in the conducting

of an Investigation ls for an Agent to properly identify himself and then proceed

.at .. an Interrogation, crime-scene search, or other investigative device. Yet,
.. many occasions, it Is necessary to use a disguise designed to blend into an
",lronment in order to conduct a discreet surveillance. On other occasions,
",formation or access to property would not be given to Agents if their
"nUUes were revealed. In these instances, it becomes necessary to play

ttl. role of an individual to whom such information or permlssion would be

lI,en without hesitation.
A carefully planned pretext telephone call frequently develops
,,'ormation which would be impossible to obtain in a personal interview in
which the identity of the Agent is disclosed. It will be seen in a later
chapter that various types of information can be obtained through pretext
"Iephone calls. However, a personal interview, conducted under an
ulumed identity, provides the opportunity to use clothing and objects to
vlllually assist in the carrying out of the disguise. The following examples

Ulustrate that a well-conceived plan to conceal an Agent' 8 real identity can
btl utilized for a wide variety of investigations.

A.
As a result of Inquiries by other agencies, a deserter was aware

that an investigation was being conducted to locate him. An Agent ascertained
that the subject had been seen in a partIcular rural area. As a survey of
the general area was being conducted, an

I

~as observ~

from house to house in an ancient automobile. The Agent joined theL--j
and was successful

I

uJ

When they neared the area

in which the fugitive had been seen, the Agent noticed a shack across the

road from a

large house. With

al

I

the Agent

knocked on the door of the shack with the other hand. The knock was
answered by an individual whose descripbon was Similar to that of the
deserter. The Agent maintained the role of ani

land engaged

in a conversation. During this discussion, the subject gave his name and
admitted that he was a deserter'. Handcuffs were immediately placed on
his wrists, and he was taken to the local jail in thelL._ _ _ _ ____
automobile.

B.

I
Sometimes the creation of an impl'ess1on as the result of a

disguise will produce the information being sought even though another
identity is not actually assumed. Experience has demonstrated that
frequently it is difficult to obtain any Information in large city neighborhoods which contain a preponderance of recent immigrants or firstgeneration Americans. In an eEfort to ascertain if a subject was living

b7E

in a certain apartment building, an Agent obtained a blue overcoat, a
Ught=grey Homburg hat, and a ...
I _____.....1Using this disguise, the
Agent walked through the building and obtained the desired information

I ____...

without identifying himself as ...

In one instance.. as a test run, another Agent entered the

r

same building that had been visited b~..._ _ _ _ _.... few hours
previously. This Agent identified himself and questioned numerous
fenants. He was told by all of them that the subject was not known to
live at that address.

c.
Some form of disguise is frequently needed in order to observe
the transfer of information in an espionage ca.se, or the payment in an
extortion or bribery case. This is espec.ially true when the activity is to
take place in a public building at a time when there IS an insufficient number of people in the bUllding to provide a suitable cover.
To be in a position to obser've the payoff in an extortion case in
a large railroad station, one Agent, posing as

1__________.....

rnother Agent, dressed as a

~======~~~===-~
"-_____.....1stood behind)..._ _ _ _ _...1and pretended to be
waiting for the track gates to open in order to help the invalid to board
the train. This technjque permUted these Agents to remain closer to the
3 •

Victim than would have been possible without this disguise.
During the same investigation, Agents were stationed

r-I-------.,Iwbile other Agents, posing

asC

J. ._---..

Italked or

argued with them. Two Agents were also dressed and equipped as

0

I.._-;===~r_e_n_w_o...r1dng near the place where the payoff was to occur.
Do

Information had been developed that a fugitive was probably
located at a specific address, but all interviews with the occupants of this
address, in order to verify the information, bad met with negative results.
An Agent borrowed

-I

land addreB8ed a legal-

size envelope to the subject. The envelope was also stamped "Registered
Mail" and "Special Delivery. n The Agent also obtained the proper forms
for acknowledging the receipt

o~

I

Thus equipped, the Agent

went to the address. The person answering the door called the subject so
that he COUldI

L

_ _ _- - - - - - , The

arrest was made when the fugitive

came to the door.

E.
When conducting investigations to locate fugitives or stolen
cattle at stockyards or cattle sales, more information can frequently be
obtained by avoiding attention Or suspicion. InVariably

,I

_-----

L

while usually dressed in a presentable manner, will carry a light-colored,

I)moden cane. Therefore, anyone carrying a cane of thiS type is considered
!o

have bus.iness at the stockyard and is not looked upon as an outsider. On

.tt

least two occaSions, an Agent was able to walk up to a fugitive without

: ',I

ving any Indication of his true identity prior to the arrest •

....
In a fugitive-deserter case, it was established that the fugitive

was hiding in bis mother's house. PrevIous investigation disclosed thatthe
fugitive had threatened to shoot anyone who attempted to apprehend him.
lie had been taken into custody on a previous occasion only after a detachment
Ilf

soldiers surrounded the house. He was a member of a family group of 12

persons, who were known to be hostile and who would attempt to protect or
assist the fugitive. It was learned that a couple had been renting a small
apartment on the second floor of the

mother~s

to move. Agents made arrangements to

residence and that they planned
and thus were

I

able to make a peaceful entry into the house. Duringl
~--------------~
the fugitive was identified as one of the 12 persons who were seated around
a dining-room table. Later the subject went into the kitchen. WheD

. . . _. .ras

almost completed, the Agents entered the kitchen and asked the

deserter for a glass of water. As the fugitive extended his hand for the glass,
the Agents snapped on the handcuffs and removed him from the house before
other members of the family could interfere.
- 5-

G,

I ____. . .
___

Information was received that two individuals were engaged
in a large-scale fencing operation and were receiving merchandise stolen

from interstate shipments. They occupied offices on the ninth floor of a
building in a large city. It was necessary for the Agents to obtain a vantage
point on the floor occupied by the subjects in order to observe truck drivers
delivering stolen merchandise to them. Through the co-operation of the

I

I

building management, two Agents, dressed

~

on which the offices of tb...e-s-ub-je-c-t-s-w-e-r-e-I-o-c-a-te-d-.-A-S.......

a result of this technIque, the subjects were observed receiving stolen
merchandise and were apprehended while in the possession of this merchandise.
In an espionage case, two Agent~L._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _""'"

at a subway station and were able to observe a principal placing a prearranged
signal for a double agent in a telephone booth.

H.
In many physical surveillances, several hours are spent in hotel
lobbies. When business conventions are held in hotels, it is customary for
the delegates t~

IIt is a relatively simple matter to obtain

_______.......1Agents can wear them and are able to blend in with the
convention group while they are in the lobby.

b7E

L

A Communist Party school was scheduled to be held at a farmhouse
in a rural area. Agents were faced with the problem of getting close enough
to the house in order to identify the persons who would attend this function.
The technique which was devised might also be utilized to observe an extortion
payoff in a rural area. The Agents obtained the equipment normally used by
1With this

1..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......

I
r

equipment, the Agents appeared to b~..._ _ _-L._ _ _ _ _ ___'lwhiCh ran
past the farmhouse. As a result of this technique, the traffic along the road

.....____________________.......1This enabled an Agent,
behind effective cover, to take photographs of the automobiles, the license
plates and, in some instances, the occupants of the automobiles.

J.
Agents interviewed the wife of a logical suspect in a bank robbery.
She advised that he had left home hurriedly, that she expected to hear from
him, and that she would notify the Agents when she did. Although she feigned
cOeoperation, the Agents were skeptical of her statements and promises.
Two Agents, dressed as 1
..._______......1contacted her and informed her
that they had just beenl

tmd wanted to communicate with

her husband immediately. She furnished his address, and he was
apprehended,

I

b7E

K°L--I_ _

A successful technique Was developed in order to obtain handwriting specimens When efforts to locate samples of handwriting from various
records had fatled. An Agent obtained several types of

_-_--1...,-----

manufactured by one company, such as L-_ _ _ _...... The Agent went
to the suspect's residence and identified himself as a representative of the

1 The Suspect was told that the company wanted to tetermtne

LI- - - - - -...

_R~

I

explained that a house-to-house canvass was the best method to obtain this
information. The suspect Was requested to Co-operate in the survey, t o O

I

Ibe conSidered to

land to advIsel

Similar techniques have been used to obtain photographs of a houseWife or to obtain background information. Several cans of

I

ke purchased. Two Agents

proceed to the reSidence of the subject. One carries

I:
1

I

ani

at

I The other tells the SUbject that they are conducting ani

Ifor her.
- 8-

Several photographs can be taken

I
I

during the conversation.
A

IL-___-----~as used successfully to investigate several

subjects with the same technique.. A branch of a subversive organization was
estabUshed in a small city. It was necessary to obtain photographs and background information concerning the members of this organization. A review
of the records at the usual sources produced little information of value. D:
was learned that many members of this organization were temporarily
unemployed because of a recession. Two Agents assumed the identities of

lA neighbor of one

L-o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.......

of the subjects was the first person interviewed. Later, the subjects and
other neighbors were interviewed. As one Agent obtained background
information, the other Agent took photographs with a concealed camera.
L•

1
.... _ _ _ _.....
A suspect in an extortion case operated a small cafe and was known

to be a gambler. It was necessary to obtain samples of his handwriting for
comparison purposes. An Agent, accompanied by a local detective, entered
the cafe for coffee and doughnuts. They sat at the counter so they would be
within hearing range of the suspect. The conversation between the Agent and
the detective dealt with the art of interpreting handwriting. The Agent stated

ib7E

L-__________------------~

As a result, the FBI Labora-

tory was able to identify the suspect as the writer of the extortion letter.
M.

7

I

Agents have posed asC

, to obtain a variety of infor-

mation or to gain access to a building when it was not desired that the subject
become aware of the investigation.

1.\'--_-~\
Through a personal relationship with theL.,I_ _ _...lof a city, an
Agent was able to represent himself as a deputy I

I This guise has

been used to obtain the identities of residents of buildings, as well as a
description of the layout of a residence or public office.

1 _-----II

2.......

One office was attempting to ascertain the identity of the
custodian of Communist Party funds. The Party advertised a mass meeting
in a public auditorium. An Agent obtained aI'L._____....bniform and
was able to remain backstage during the gathering. After a collection had
been made, the Agent was in a position to observe the person to whom the
- 10-

proceeds of the collection were given,

A surveillance and subsequent

investigation verified that this Communist Party leader was the custodian
!lr

Party funds and records

3.
Agents were f:lCed with the problem of identifying two individuals
who were employed in an 0ffice building in a large city. Several attempts
If)

determine their identities had failed. Two Agents were stationed about

one block from the building and along the route usually taken by the sub-

I ___________________
Each pedestrian was I...___________

jects. The Agents posed as ...
............Iof the city.

....._____......1 Names

---11

and places of residence were recorded on book-

keeping pads" The Agents were successful in learning the identities and
l.ddresses of both subjects.

The physical composition of a neighborhood made it difficult
, to maintain a stationary surveillance for any period of time. In order
t.o overcome this problem, Agents obtained a supply of innocuous
......_ _ _...Jssued by a well-known organization

.....____________...1 the

While pretending to be

Agents were enabled to remain in

one place for long periods of time without arousing suspicion.

- 11 -

o.

------,J

~____

To obtain a photograph of a female subject, an Agent posed as a
......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Jthe typical housewife in
various areas of the city. He was able to obtain her photograph, photographs
of her home, and a considerable amount of background information.

2.\

,
Agents have obtaine4..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,."

___.....1for a variety of purposes.

This technique has been used to take

photographs of subjects and suspects at airports and railroad stations9 The
hiE

~

~an also serve to permit the Agent to conduet lUI Interview In

\

,
With the co-operation of the management, Agents have taken
photographs of the interior of plants
A photograph of a subject or suspect
is obtained by photographin
3.

I

I

L-____--------~

J_

The disguise ot..._ _ _ has been used to conduct interviews
of subjects reSiding in rural areas. To add to the disguise, the Agent
canl..._ _ _ _ _ _ _;::====I..:d::eP:e:n::din=.,g on the season of the year.

~ the area and also advises

The Agent inquires abou4
- 12 -

r

I
!

J

f

This technique has been successful in obtaining background data and photo-

graphs of the subject, his house,
P.

barn8~ and

the adjoining area.

r..-I_ _ _ _ _ _
\

When conducting a surveillance in the vicinity of an airport, the
Agent is made to look less conspicuous if he will obtainl

I
I

I Since most travelers haV~~===..._ _ _ _
...I

Ithis ruse is easy to accomplish and is most effective.

I

I

- 13 -

II. USE OF BACKGROUND DATA

A thorough review of backgroWld information, such as the hobbies,
special interests, characteristics, peculiarities, and special abilities of the
subject, may lead to the development of a technique which will provide the
solution to a problem. Agents have used background information to good
advantage in fugitive cases. However, the examples will illustrate that
techniques have been developed from this type of information in other
classifications .
A.

Hillbilly Music Devotee
The subject was a deserter. An investigation of his backgroWld

disclosed that he spent a considerable amount of time listening to hillbilly
or country musico There was some indication that the subject was living
in a small city in a Midwestern state.

I

~

I
bG

this city. At the request of an Agent,1

_-

.....-_....The curiosity of the fugitive was aroused,
~~----

to ascertain the identity o~

~~~~---------------

locat~..._ _ _ _..fand return the subjectVs
The subject gave his telephone number to ...
I __..1He was appre-

Dstated that he would
call.

prompting him to call

hended that afternoon.
- 14-

B.

Miniature Train Operator
Efforts to locate a fugitive in a deserter case had been unsuccessful

over a period. of several years. A review of bis background showed that he
operated miniature trains as a hobby. All1nformation concerning the
rugitive vs hobbies and habits was incorporated into an exhaustive investigative
summary report. Within two weeks, the subject was apprehended while
operating m1n1ature trains.

c.

Phobia Concerning Birth Record
investigation revealed that a female fugitive had developed a

phobla concerning the date and place of her birth and the identities of her

parents.

I

I

and it reflected that the

date and place of her

birt~

I

Agents were notified, and she was taken into custody.
D.

Horse-Racing Fan
It was learned through investigation that a fugitive was an avid

horse-racing fan and that he frequently visited the race tracks. It was
determined that the subject might be in a particular city where races

, were being run at one of the tracks in that City.J
I
- 15 -

Fd was Just as promptly taken to jail.

/
E.

Semibald FUgitive
The photograph and description of a fugitive disclosed that he was

semibald and had a prominent scar on the top of his head. 'lbere was some
indication that the subject might be living in a certain section of a city. An
Agent

interviewe~

tn this section.

I

Iwas able to

positively identify the fugitive because he remembered the head scar. 'Ibe
subject was apprehended in a hotel in the viCinity ofl
F.

lb7E

Credit-Card Holder
During the investigation of a kidnapping- murder case ~ the subject

offered an alibi which placed him many miles from the scene of the crime
at the time of its commission. His alibi also outlined his route of travel
on the day of the crime. Investigation disclosed th
An extensive search

ofl

I

resulted in the location

04..._______

~\aced him near the scene of the crime,

and the

other placed him some distance from the route he had given in his aUbi.
These receipts destroyed his aUbi, and he was convicted.
G.

Outsized Turnip Farmer
It was necessary to obtain a photograph of an elderly female

subject who reSided in a rural area. Information was received that she
- 16-

was very proud of the success she had achieved in raising outsized turnips.
~

______________________________________

~I

She

consented to have her photograph taken as she held a large turnip in her hand.
H.

Physical Culturist
A highly placed Communist Party underground leader arrived at a

city in which he had an assignment to organize colonizers. He was alert to
surveillances and other investigative techniques. He also had an avid interest
in gymnastics and swimmingo

Through the co-operation of bUSinessmen, it

was possible to direct him to an athletic

clubl.....__________....

'--____......1The subject placed all the property in his posseSSion, including
a notebook, in a place which was accessible to any member of the club. He
then proceeded to the swimming pool.

1
....._____________.....

....._ .....1The notebook contained the location for several meetIngs he had
scheduled for the next weeko
I.

Unemploled Worker
A bank robbery in a suburb of a large city involved the use of a

note demanding the money. A search was made of the personnel records in

IRecords of employees, 11...-__________

I

..1

I

Iwere reviewed.

A suspect was developed on the

basis of description and a comparison of handwriting. Subsequently, his
Et~ployment

photograph was identified by witnesses. The subject was

'apprehended and pleaded guilty.
~

17

~

J.

Glass Blower
A fugitive was a glass blower by trade and was unemployed.

met with success. It is suggested that this technique could be used in any
instance in which the subject has engaged in an unusual occupation.

- 18 -

m.

IDENTIFYING MARKS

Scientific examination of evidence solves many crimes by reason
of

the fact that the subject has left a telltale mark which can be used to link

him to the crime. Fingerprints, handwriting, and heelprints are obvious
t'xamples. Unusual techniques result when less ObVious examples or
Invisible marks are employed or ingenuity is used in obtaining or utilizing
Items such as fingerprints. Experience has proven that identifying marks
can be helpful in all types of investigations.
A.

Identifying Marks On Letters And Postal Cards

1.1

1
A leather billfold was stolen from the counter of a neighborhood

grocery store. R contained a large sum of money. There were seven
persons in the store at the time. Each of the seven was told that the victim
of the theft was a very poor woman and that the billfold contained all the
money she had. Each was ask'~d to return the money in an envelope of his
own chOice.
A few days later the victim received

the money, and the subject was identified b~

I___-=====;1--'_I

~----------

2·1L..-_ _~1

In connection with the trial of the 11 Communist Party leaders in

- 19 -

New York City~ numerous communications were sent to Judge Harold Med1.na
in an effort to influence him in connection with the case. An examination of

several of these

Idisclosed that eight were

letters~1

I These eight letters wer~

land werE

As a result of this analysis, the membership
of an entire Communist Party club was identified.

s·l,----_---..II
It has been previously illustrated that the idea of remaining
,"

anonymous appeals to many. An Agent conducted several interviews with
potential witnesses in the investigation of a theft from an interstate shipment.

,.

~"

1b7F

These persons were reluctant to furnish any positive information or to
admit knowledge of the theft.

I

J

I

witness,

I

J When the Agent interviewed a potential
land explain that if

he had some information, but wished to remain anonymous, he COUldD

Agent

I Subsequently, the

recorde~

IL___________________lwtth each person interviewed,
the witnesses were given the impression that the Agent could not identify
- 20-

I.

the source of the information. Several hints were received and helped in
subsequent interviews of the witnesses.
In a sImilar case,1

L-__________________________________~

/thus dis-

c losing the identity of the sender,

4.\

1

~Du~e-t':""o~in-a-c"'!"t1,...'vity, Uttle information had been received for some

time relative to Communist Party activity in a certain area. Several persons were known to have been active in the Party in the past. In an effort
to determine their current actiVlties, ,

=
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I
B.
Fur thefts present a difficult problem of identification. A method
of identification is necessary before successful prosecution is possible. In
one large office, as soon as information concerning a major fur theft is
received, investigation is instituted to identify the furs. The means of
identification arer

' - - - - - -J An index system is maintained for

J
ready reference, should

some furs, suspected of having been stolen, be located in the course of an
investigation.

c.

I

L-l.--;::/,--~=_=_=-_-_-_--',
In an effort to identify a person stealing coins from telephone

coin boxes being transported interstate, the following technique was used.

LWhen~

:1...lrla developed,

I

I

A surveillance of the suspeet
- 22-

l,

at his destination reveale4....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---I

_____..1Confronted with this evidence, the suspect admitted the
theft and advised where he had hidden other coins stolen from the boxes.

2.
In the preparation of a ransom package$ the serial numbers of

the bills are recorded.

I

Another method is the use o~....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......

I It can be used to quicldy and effectiveIY'lL-_---II

I A co-operative witness was able tal
~illS

received at

r
a gas

pump on a Government reservation prior to turning the money over to
the cashier at the station. The cashier became the subject of the
investigation.

D.
Difficulty was encountered in identifying meat which was
Government property and was being stolen. The problem was solved

~~--------~------------~I
- 23-

identifying the meat in the subject's residence.

E.

1I1her~

I

~Ul not I

~------------~

................

~-,

If the theft of metal objects is involved,

I In situations

Ican be used.

~

Ican bel

Ialong with thel---.....-------....

I

--r'1

L-..-......

1
ib7E

F.
A problem involved the identification of quantities of liquid plastic
which were being stolen from an Atomic Energy Commission facility. The
plastics were in unmarked, gallon containers. In order to be able to
subsequently identify the containers~L._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...lwas introduced
into a number of the containers. Cans of the plastic, found in the possession
of the subject, were later identified by the use ofl
,-------------.lfurniShed the materials and equipment for this
process.

G.
A woman became a subject in an impersonation case when she
falsely aUeged that she had been a member of the Women Accepted for
Volunteer Emergency SerVice, U. S. Navy (WAVES), and received medical
- 24

=

I

treatment in a Naval hospital. A suspect was developed and she willingly

~________________rascompared
f the person impersonating a member of

with

~______________________---III he could state positively that they were
identical. The suspect later admitted the impersonation.

H.
A National Academy graduate has pointed out that deserters
can often be identified by the clothing they are wearing.

J

I.
1.

~hiCh

~==~---------------------identifiedL.._ _ _.......~ay be a source of considerable background
information concerning a subject or suspect.

I

often furnish employment, financial, or family
avenues of investigation.

- 25 -

~an
data~

which can open new

1 ------....II

2. __
When it is suspected that a particular automobile has been stolen,
careful examination should be made
reflects

0

I
tha~
lanother
whej~==========---.

......_ _...Ithere is an indication
automobile. Similarly,

the possibility exists thatLI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ther
stolen cars.
3.

Aids Fbr Moving Surveillances
tb7E

An inexpensive method of obtaining discreet assistance in

conducting mobile surveillances at night is to placel

I

10f the subJect,"'s-c-ar-.-T-h-1s-a-s-s-ists

.In marking the car for identification and can be removed easily and

swiftly when the surveillance 1s completed.
A similar technique is

t1. .---------------,1

4. ,

,
In a local pollce case, the subject had backed his car into a lane

in a secluded area where the earth was semifirm mud
Officers investigating the case
,~
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land revealed the type of car\

JThiS

......_-----'

mformation proved helpful and led to the apprehension of the subject.
5

c

Photographs
Experience

in

conducting neighborhood investigations in cases

Involving interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicles has shown
that most housewIves are not acquainted with the make, model; and year
of automobiles. The neighborhood investigation Is designed to obtain any
information concerning activity at the place where the automobile was
abandoned. UsuaUy the car has previously been moved from the area.
A technique 1 which has been used

successfulJ.y~

is to photograph the car

with a Polaroid camera and use the photograph in conducting the investigation in the neighborhood.
J.

Obtaining Handwriting Specimens
The following technique has been used successfully with several

variations. In ODe instance, it was necessary to obtain the handwriting
specimens of a subJect who operated a tuxedo- rental service.

I

rrhe Agent went to the subject and told him that he wanted full details
- 27-

I

concerning the renting of tuxedos for a wedding.

I

I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------~~

he wrote detailed information which filled two pages.

- 28 -
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IV.

OBTAINING AND UTlLIZI NG CO-OPERATION

FROM NEIGHBOM, FRIENDS, BUSiNESSMEN,
ASSOCIATES, AND OTHERS.

The co-operation of citizens is important in most cases investigated
by all law enforcement officers. Sometimes this co-operation is given

voluntarlly and, at other times, it is soUcited. It can be offered freely and
intentionally or it can be given reluctantly and unwittingly. The following
material presents ideas and examples of unusual methods either to obtain
or to utilize the co- operation of others during an investigation.

A.

I.
___
L
_____
L

'have been of great assistance in many

investigatipns in addition to cases involving bank robbery or embezzlement.
1.

Handwriting Identification
In a blaclanail case in a small town, the police department exhibited

the handwriting

t4...___-..II1 who were familiar with the handwriting of

many per SODS in the town. A suspect was named, and further investigation
resulted in the identification of this person as the blaclanaller .
....._ _ _ _ _ _...Fe usually faminar with the handwriting of
most of the reSidents of smaller communities. Handwriting specimens
can also be obtained from'

~I-

_ _----J/
- 29-

2.

Locating Of Stolen Property
A famous jeweler was robbed, and property valued at approximately

One million dollars was taken. The activities of known jewel thieves were
investigated. One of them willingly accompanied Agents to the office. He
said that he was not involved in the robbery and the Agents could search him
if they so desired.

He was searched and a large, unique diamond, which wasb7E

a part of the loot, was found in his sock. A photograph of the subject was
shown

The photograph was identifled as that of an individual

who had recentl

A court

order was obtained, and a search of
contained jewels, valued at

one~half

evealed that it
milllon dollars, which had been taken

in the theft.
3.

Locating Fraudulent Check Passers
The successful investigation of fraudulent check cases can result

from the maintenance of close liaison with the banks upon which the check
passer is drawing bogus checks. Most check writers travel constantly and
have an excellent knowledge of the length of time it will take for the checks
to be forwarded from the place where they were passed to the bank upon
which they are drawn and to be returned as fraudulent. They time their
activities to leave a particular area a day or two before the total time has
elapsed.
- 30-

Through the co- operation of the employees of the drawee bank, it
1S

possible to be advised immediately of the receipt of the checks. This

presents the opportunity to obtain all information available and to make
Photostats of the check. The information and the Photostats of the check
can be immediately sent to the area where the check was passed. The
copies will arrive before the check arrives through banking faciUties.
The copy will assist the person who has accepted it to recall details concerning it. By telephOnically circularizing the types of businesses
usually used as prey by the check passer) it is often possible to
apprehend him before he leaves the area.

B.
1.

Background Data
Securing the co-operation o~..._ _ _..~s extremely important

in investigations to locate fugitives.

Sometimes this co-operation can

be obtained by taking advantage of some information in the background of

I

I

IIn one instance,
~ere

it was ascertained thatl

I

'-::==::"-....,

employees of the United states Gove mme at.

who had initially exhibited Uttle interest in the investigatiolson-,-'=e~v~en~£Ui~""n~yproduced the fugitive.
A suggestion has been made that the names and addresses of
Ibe obtained from sources

L-________---------------- 31 -

other

tha~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---IIliS interviewed.

interviews do not produce information leading to the location of the

If the
fug1tive~

then those interviewed should be asked for the names and addresses of the
In some

the names and addresses

instances~

the interviewee will furnish

o~

I

except one.

l.iE:

Concentration on the addres..s-04r==========i"r-a-y-re-s....
ult in the apprehension
of the subject.

2'0

1

should not be overlooked in the interrogation ofl

A subject was wanted for unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

I-.. . . . . ---~I

~tated that she had no information relative to the whereabouts of
..th-e-S-U-b-j-e-ct.... However, the Agent had an opportunity to talk to th~

I

Fid that she did not know the
..lo-C~a-ti-o-n-oi======lt-f-ur-n-is-h-e-d-th-e...name and address
said tha
b~

o~..._ _ _ _ _...

ad recently visited the subject. Information supplied
lIed to the apprehension of the subject.

3.

Deception
OccaSionally it is necessary to use deception and to assume

another identity in order to secure the co-operation of relatives. A former
bank employee had been a fugitive for several years. Many interviews of
- 32 -

the parents bad been conducted without success.

I

I

......__________......1 The Agent called oq..._____......
c=Jand explained that he was1
..._____________
and that It would be necessary to locat~
8e first asked

abOU~~------====~------~
and was told that he

I

~hat it would be necessary to locate
was dead. He then to14
.......______________________________________If~hed

I He was in custody in a few hours.

the assumed name and address o~

4. \

I
There have been several instances in whicb the following

technique bas worked successfully in fugitive investigations. After the
....._ _ _ _ _ _......Ihave been ascertained, the most appropriate are
selected for initial interviews. Frequently they are not co-operative.

I

I poSition where they can
a

discreetly observe any activity at the residence ofl

I
J

......_ _...... Several apprehensions have resulted {roml
D i n similar situations. The technique is most effective where a
- 33-

I

telephone is not available to one of the individuals involved.

c·_f _ _......
Handwriting specimens of a female subject were obtained by having

~f the subjecttsl-._ _...

Isecure a handWrlttenl

I

just prior to
D.

I

I

- - - - - -_ _..1

Several 1Dlsuccessful attempts had been made to apprehend a
deserter. The fugitive moved about every two weeks. It was learned that
biE

he was in a resort area. investigation at usual sources, such a s D

I

Iwas negative.

I

A photograph of the subject was shown to aU

I

~hen the~

A small reward was

offered for locating the subject. Within two days, the subject was

I

]

apprehended as a result of Information furnished by one ofl
E.
a . . - -_ _- . I I
It was ascertained that the subject in a fugitive case was residing

in a particular section of a large city, but the specific address could not be
determined. An Agent, with the co~operation ofl...._ _ _ _ _......lctrcutated
photographs of the subject amon~..._ _ _ _-"covering this area. Within two
days, the subject, using the married name of his sister, was located by a

......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.......Iwere employed in connection with a
- 34 -

surveillance a~.._ _ _ _.......1With the co-operation of ..
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _.......
Iwere installed under the ledge o~.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......
~====:!....placed in the office o~.._ _ _ _ _....... The

....ras

~==-------I
I

ras requested tol

Iwhen anyone

1
..___________---IIIAfter receiving the signal, the Agents were
able to apprehend the fugitive.
In a similar case, ...
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....lattached ~....._ _

I======.--___.......Ito the inside

0

4......_________. . .

....._ _...~hiCh was clearly visible to the Agents but could not be seen by
persons

~

Iwas instructed to

. . ._____. .r

hen the subject appeared

I The

a.tI

signal worked perfectly.

F.
An investigation was being conducted to determine the activities

of a notorious criminal, since he controlled the organized crime in a
particular area. Efforts to develop sources of information among neighbors,
relatives, and friends were not successful. The subject traveled constantly
throughout the area; therefore, an extensive surveillance would be
necessary.

I~--~====~---~--.....I

......__.......1 CharacteriStiCallyl.._ _ _ _.....lenjOyed conversing with his

I______. . . .

patrons. Arrangements were made for an Agent to ..
- 35 -

Iwhile the subject

wa~
Thus, he

was able to ask the subject questions which were designed to elicit information
about where the subj ect had been and his plans for the future. The information
was very helpful in the conducting of the surveillances.
Go

Television station Officials
A bank robbery occurred in a small town near a large city, the

robbers obtaining almost thirty thousand dollars. Detailed descriptions of
the subjects were furnished by witnesses. It was determined that a particular
make, model, and color of automobile was probably used as the getaway car.
Artist's sketches of the subjects were made and photographed. A photograph
was taken of an automobile of similar make, model, and color. With the cooperation of officials of the television station in the city, these photographs
and a description of the modus operandi were telecast on the evening news
program. The following day a letter was received, and it contained information leading to the identification of the bank robbers.
H.

L-t_ - - - - - - - - '

In an effort to learn the present whereabouts of a fugitive, arrange-

menta were made wit~"'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--IIlto send a
Ito the last known address of the fugitive in
the beUef t.ha4..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--II
=
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This technique was successful on this and other occasions.
L

_ I_ _

~

One subject was located with the assistance ofl-.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _...
Arrangements bad been made to hav~

Itelephone a

I ____......

-.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _..Fd state that if the subject would cau ...
lhe following day he

coul~..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- . . i

J.
Success in obtaining a photograph of a subject resulted from the
co-operation

04

~hO agreed to take a group photograph

~~----~~-------..I

IThe subj eet was inc luded in this group.
i-K·~/~~=:'=:'~~='
During the course of an investigation involving the.ft from interstate shipment, it became necessary to secure a photograph of a suspect.
Efforts to obtain a photograph from all logical sources were not productive.

A co-operativ~...._ _ _ _ _......1arranged forl__________...lto
be photographed. A photograph of the subject was obtained as a result of
this co-operation.
A subject of an Identification Order had been traced to employment in a factory in a large Midwestern city.'

t

1 . . - 0 ._ - - - - - '

=
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disclosed that the subject had been laid off two days previously. Inasmuch
as the subject was known to be armed and would be apt to resist arrest,
arI'angements were made Withl

I The subj ect was

I
apprehended when ht\
I

J
"

L-________________________________~

Ican frequently get

current employment data much faster than it can be obtamed from other
sources,
M,

Airline Personnel
In the frequently encountered situation of attempting to identify

a person arrlving by plane, for apprehenslon or other purposes, it
should be remembered that it is possible to communicate by radio with
a plane in flight in order to determine whether or not the subject is aboard,
the type of clothing he is wearing, and whether or not he is traveling alone.
N.

,1-_ _---...."
During the course of an espionage investigation, the subject was

t_in...!'====:::;-------'Im a large

scheduled to meet with an informan..
EasteI'n city_ The co=operation oq

Iwas requested in order

to obtam photograph]( evidence of'the meeting, The management agreed
- 38-

I

c=Jthe subject and the

_-_...I

.....

and the

infOrman~

The co-operative photographer secured shots of the subject

infOrman~....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.......

o.
In a case involving theft of Government property, an Agent made

arrangements

tt

\;,he premises where the

loot might have been stored.l

]no one asked

the identity of the Agent, and the stolen property was located.
P.

I

I

L..._ _ _ _ _- - - - '

The following technique was used to obtain the current residence
and employment of a subject of a security investigation when aU other

I_____________. . .

means had failed. A representative of...

agreed to send a letter to the last known address of the subj ect. The letter
requested the subjeci
The subject appeared
as requested and furnished his residence and employment addresses.

Q.

ll. .

_ - - - - ' v e been used to obtain the identity of unknown

subjects" If a surveillance is being conducted and the subject entereD

.....____.....1can be requested to obtain the name and address of the

I

subject for purposes

I

01
~--------~

Several techniques were used to identify the third participant
in a bank burglary involving the burning of a safe. Two subjects were
prosecuted on the testimony of witnesses who saw the loot, oxygen and
acetylene tanks, and a torch in their possession. However, it was
apparent that a third man was involved, since the other two did not have
the abiUty required to burn the safe.

I

I

Irecalled tha~....._ _ _...

I.JI-----.'ha-d-a-C;-,ir-C-u-l-ar-s-c-ar-ar-o-un-d-on-e
.
.....
eye.

A review of records

of former prison inmates of the two involved in the crime, disclosed an
associate who had such a scar. Through the use of informants and
Interviews of associates of the burglars, it was stated that the third
subjert had been identified and that there was an

open~and-shut

case

agajnst him, When the su.spect was arrested, he confessed and said
that he knew that the case against him was solid on the basis of what
he learned Cl'om hiS underworld associates,
- 40

~

lb");'

v.

ITEMS NORMALLY USED BY MOST PEOPLE

During the course of a day, week, or year, most people in the
United States will use a number of items either at work or in leisure hours.
Practically everyone will have an occasion tol

~__________________lor~I~=====::~~~~~~~Th--e-~-I-IO-W-in-g~
examples illustrate that it is possible to devise unusual Investigative
techniques based on this observation.
A. , ' - _ - - - ,

The following technique has been used to obtain a photograph of
a subject.

I
The

Agent goes to the subject's reSidence, informs him thatl
D a n d asks

I

In

I

is not necessary for the Agent to identify

himself. Usually the subject wnq

I At

this time, it is generally a simple matter to photograph the subj ect with a
concealed camera, or another Agent can photograph him from a parked
automobile.
B. ""'-,

_------II
In an effort to locate a

fugitive~"'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...J7
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interviewed on several occasions. She had professed to have no knowledge of
the subject's whereabouts, but had promised co-operation. A recital of the
provisions of the harboring statute did not seem to impress her. A few days
beforE

I

Iwas addressed to him ai

address.

was

L---------~r-------._----~
interviewed again but did not mentio~
The Agents advised

I

her that they knew that she receive1

IAt first, she denied its

receipt. Subsequently, she admitted that she had receive1

Fd then

told the Agents where the sub) ect was residing.

CoD

No co-operation had been received in a neighborhood investigation
to locate a fugitive.

I

I

·!
I

The Agent went to the residence of the subject, and a woman answered the
door. She admitted knowing the subject, furnished his full name, but said he
was not at home. The Agent stated that he would like to see the subject but
had to leave town shortly. 'An unlisted telephone number and the name of the
Agent were left with the woman. A call was received from the subject. He

1

was asked to wait at his residenc1L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. He was
apprehended.

1

D......
1 _____

A pollce department had a number of unsolved burglaries in which

Bets of electric trains were taken from residences.

I

=================::::::::::::::::::..1

one of the officers reviewedl:
Several electric trains were offered for sale. An arrest and conviction

resulted when one individual could not give a satisfactory explanation for
the possession of the trains he was attempting to sell.
In an Investigation involving a theft from Interstate shipment,

la few days after the crime
occurred. An offer was made to Purchas~

L-____________________________

~

Iwere

investigated to determine the manner tn which they came into possession
of the merchandise.

B·D

It was beHeved that the father-tn-law of a fugitive knew bis

whereabouts, but would not co-operate with the Agents because he was

I

afraid of the subj ect·1

The Agent did not reveal his identity. A surveillance disclosed
Ileft his residence and went directly tal
_..Lo..._ _ _ _ _
Through the co-operation o~---..!:::===~...,I

I'"

thai

.,1
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L.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.-~as obtained.

It was the address of an acquaintance

of the subject. The acquaintance was interviewed and furnished the location
of the subj ect.

F°L-f_ _ _\
The following technique can be used to obtain the addresses of
correspondents of suspected espionage agents. When a surveillance of the
subject develops information that he has placed a letter in a mailbox, an

the postal inspector, arrangements can be made with the letter carrier for
the Agent to copy the information on the envelope of the subject's letter,

I
G. _,_ _ _--..1
An informant advised that he was to transport a person who was

to set off a bomb from city A to city B. The informant learned the date
that this was to occur, but did not know the place that would be bombed.
: 1

The informant agreed to attempt to obtain this information during the
trip between the two cities. The problem presented was that of conveying

· !

the information to an Agent without disclosing the source of the information.

I

~ Agent and the Informant agreed that as the Informant approached

~
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Ci?

L -________________________________________

ITbil

technique was used successfully, and no one suspected the Informant
as the source of the Information.

a·L..,/_ _.....1
A technique involving the use oL.,I_---lwas devised to
institute a surveillance under the following circumstances. The subject
Uves In a large apartment house. A photograph of the subject is not
aVailable, and a description might not be sufficient to identify him as
he leaves the building.

I

I Of course, this enables the Agents to

L.-____________________......

identify the subj ect as he departs from the apartment building.

I.
It has been observed that in many instancesl

:~~::~~............................-rl-E-xc~el::::::.::,::
=
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have been achieved by investtgattng\""_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....1
In one instance, investigation of the addresses o~..._ _ _ _ _.......

revealed his location. He was staying
at the home of a person\
\
~------~==~------~
When two Agents are intervieWin~
lone

Agent can request permission t~~--~========~--~
the Agent is presented with an opportlmity
to observ

t may lead to

the location of the fugitive.
An office was faced with the problem of obtaining photographs of

several subjects, who were housewives.

I

I

1 A camera was mOlDlted inl

Iat several residences,

and

I

....._ _ _ _ _...1 In this manner, some excellent photographs were
obtained and, in many instances,1

,

J.

I

,

I
No information regarding the whereabouts of a fugitive had been

developed over a long period of time.

'L______________......1

,
,

I

la person

in another city. According to information available,

this person was not related t~..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...1 An
interview of this person resulted in the apprehension of the fUgitive, who
had assumed the name of the pers01L..._______......

J.
!
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VL PRETEXT TELEPHONE CALLS
In an earlier chapter, it was demonstrated that the successful

completion of an investigation may depend upon a disguise. In surveillances
and face-to=face interviews, clothing and various objects are used to add
authenticity to the disguise. In a pretext telephone call, it 18 necessary to
make the request for Information appear legitimate. While the use of
visual aids 18

eUminated~

the fact that the caller is not seen works as an

advantage.
To obtain the best possible results, it is necessary to consider
the type of information desired and the background and interests of the
perS'1!l being called. Ingenuity, resourcefulness, and imagination are
prime requisites in the devising of successful pretexts. A pretext
telephone call can save many hours of investigative effort and in some
inStances will elicit information not otherwise obtainable ...
1____
....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...~alls are usually regarded as important and not
of a suspicious nature. Because of this, they can often obtaJn the
necessary co-operation.
Pretext telephone calls .have been utilized primarily for the
purpose of obtaining information concerning the location of a fugitive,
the residence or business address of a subject, or back.ground.
Occasionally, an unusual application of this technique can be used for

lb7E

other purposes, The following are examples of pretext calls that have
been used successfully.
A.

Pretext Calls To Ascertain Residence Or
EmployPlent Addresses Or Background Data

Ito
~----~======~ascertain whether the subject is available forI
..._________...
Agent calls

asI

Agent call1.s

)lSI

Agent calls

asl

I

IThe subject is requested to furnish his address

~------~~----and employment f();'~

--------..I

Agent Cal...ls-~.,----.......

offering

the sUbjeci

Agent calls

asI

r-------Iwho is se....ek-rn-.g-to arran~..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.J
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Agent calls asl
attempting tol

Agent calls asl

I

1m this event, he is usually willing to
give his name and address if he is advised tha~

I

b'"!E

Agent calls as

I

I

CheCkmgtolocatel~----~===============================l1
Agent calls a~I.o.________________________________..J

is being prepared. This procedure is used to determine

whethe~

_I______________________________~I

~e~use

is given to the subject, or his wife, by asking whether the subject
_ 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

hi

I

~IRtherewanl.o.---~

affirmative answer, the name and place of employment is requested in

L-__----~-------------------

requesting information

Agent calls as

:"

j

I

f

I

I attempting to IoLc-a-t "'1=:1============================..........
I Explain thai
I The subject will usually

spell out his full name and gl,V L ______________.....

Agent calls as

L -_ _.......

This technique has been highly successful in urging the

subject to furnish his identity and backgroWld.

----------------------.

Agent calls a~

I

advising thatl
question is asked

I

I

The

ifIL______________~;=:===~I__,
I The purpose of the ('all is to determine i~L_ _ _ _ _'"

I

In this manner, the residence

address or the subj ect is verified without further questions.

r-.
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B.

Pretext Calls To Determine Location Of Fugitive

During a fugitive Investigation, it was ascertained that the subj ect
was probably in a certain city where he had several friends who resided In
cheap hotels In the skid-row section. None of these friends were co-operative
in Interviews. An Agent

telePhone~

fWhere a known

associate of the subject was staying. The Agent used the pretext

tha~r"'--"""

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----11 Agents
discreetly followed the associate, who led them to another hotel and to the
subject.

2·/L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~\
Frequently information is obtained that a fugitive is known to
frequent a crowded tavern or similar business establishment. Agents are
faced with the problem of entering the building and observing the fugitive
without alerting him. Sometimes this problem can be solved b~

lwill serve to establish the locatio...n-o-f-t-he-.......

L..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

fugitive In the establishment and may make it possible for the apprehending
Agents to approach the fugitive from the reui..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....
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3.

I --------'I
"--

All leads to locate a fugitive had been exhausted. A brother of

the subject had been interviewed and was not co-operative. An Agent
placed a telephone cal1

t~

land represented himself as I

Ifurnished the subject's current addres8 without

~------------~

hesitation. The fugitive was apprehended the next day.
4·/~

__________________~1

A deserter had been missing for three years. Immediate
relatives had been interviewed but were not co-operative. A g1r:t friend
in another city had been interviewed but furnished no information.

Investigation revealed that if anyone knew the location of the subject it
would b~

I The wife of an Agent telephone~

----~-----------------,I

Ifrom

Representing herself a s D

I
umished a telephone number. The address
of the subscriber to the telephone number was determined. Subject
was apprehended at this address within two hours.
- 53 -

5.

1

L..-f_ _ _ _......

A prisoner escaped from a southern prison and was in a fugitive
status for a year. Information was received that he had seen his mother
in a Midwestern city where she lived.

Interviews with his mother and

friends and neighbors of the mother were negative. An Agent with a

I

southern accent calledl

IA surveillance 04

L....__________________________~

~nded

at a motel. The manager of the motelidentifted a photograph of the
fugitive and stated that he checked into the motel on weekends. The subject
was arrested on the next weekend when he appeared at the motel.

1____--',

80 .....

A fugitive had been employed as a merchant seaman. Invest!...
galion disclosed that he might be seeking employment through the Seamen's
Ball in a large southern seaport. The fugitive was not mown to the

lapprehended the
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,
1____'

7· .....

Two police officers received information that a fugitive could
be reached at a certain telephone number. Investigation disclosed that
this telephone was located in a house on the edge of the city and that the
subject's car was parked nearby, However, it was not known whether
or not the subject was in the house. While one officer took a position
where he could observe the house and the fugihve's car,1
I""

I He was apprehended as he left the

L -__________________~

house to go to his car.
C.

Call To Obtain Subject"s Photogr-aph
Several unsuccessful attempts had been made to obtain a

photograph of a female subj eet. Two Agents, who were equipped with
a camera and a teleSCopIC lens, observed the subject; s car parked
near her residence, The Agents parked then- car about 50 feet from
that of the subject and on the opposite side of the street

The other Agent took several
photographs of the subject. while she was looking fori

-.--------~

~--~I
D.

Call To Locate nlegal Merchandise
Police had reason to believe that a fur buyer was purchasing

illegal hides from trappers who were obtaining them during the closed
season. They suspected that he was hiding the furs at his reSidence, but
did not have sufficient evidence to obtain a search warrant. One evening,
when it was known that he was at home, two officers instituted a
surveillance outside the house.

I

The officers on the surveillance saw the suspect hang up the phone, run
to the basement, and then run out of the house with an armful of furs.
He ran into the arms of the officers.
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1

.l

I

,
vn.

OBJECTS AS INVESTIGATIVE AIDS

Agents are thoroughly familiar with the invaluable assistance
that is rendered by the FBI Laboratory

10

developing and supplying

electronic equipment and other scientific aids which permit the attainment
of objectives in specific investigations. It is not always recognized that
objects which are available to the investigator can be successfully
employed to serve a very useful purpose in the solving of a crime or the
conducting of a surveillance, In the following instances, ingenuity and
resourcefulness were utilized in the employment of a variety of objects.
A,

Business Machine Equipment Solves Bank Robbery
During an investigation of a bank robbery, a description of the

robber was obtained. It was also ascertained that he left the scene in a
1959~

green, El Camino Chevrolet

Through the co-operation of the zone

office of Chevrolet; International Business Machine equipment was used
to determine all units of this model which were delivered to dealers in
the area,

The records revealed that 20 of these models had been delivered.

The first dealer lnterviewed furnished the name of a purchaser of this
model whose description was determined to be similar to that of the
unknown subject, When interviewed, he admitted that he had committed
the crime

B.

I. . ._____

...J

Investigation disclosed that a fugitive who was conSidered armed
- 57 -

'~d

.
Gangerous was at the resldenc,e of his mother. The plan for the

~ehenSion c.alled for

an Agent and the sheriff to approach the house

tl'Ull\

the front after darko

Two de ut sheriffs were to cover the rear of

tne house and the slde

The subject }mmed'!ately ran out of the rear door,LI_ _ _ _...
Thereafter, he meekly submitted to arrest.

====:::::!.....:.':==:::;I

l...:-c--;.

Sever'al .45 caliber automatic pistols were stolen from the
'National Guard.

JnvesbgaU(ln determmed that four subjects weI'e

involved in the theft.

Three Subjects admitted their guilt and said that

the weapons had been disf:arded
fiUed with water..

In

an abandoned clay pit wbich was noW

Sln\3e the fourt.h subject denied any connection wIth the

theft, it was necessary to l'eCOVel' the evidence in order to obtain a
conviction.

L -__________________~

aU four subjects weI'e convicted.
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Two pistols were recovered, and

b7E

D.

L-I_ - - - - - - - ,
United States Government electronic equipment was being removed

from a closet in a university laboratory, 1..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...

......______________........1Each time the door was opened a
record was madel..._____________________1 It
was determined that the closet was ,being entered about 90 minutes before
the laboratory was (lfficially opened, Subsequent surveillance by Agents
resulted in the apprehension of a trusted employee who was removing the
equipment for use in an. electronic labor,atory he was operating after
working hours.

E,\_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....JI
Information had been received from an informant that a jeep
was to be stolen at approximately two ovclock in the morning from an
unlighted area adjacent to a Marine Corps Supply Center. Through the
use

it was possible to

0

observe the theft and to identify the subject from a distance

despite total

darkne.~

/permltted

I The FBI Laboratory has

constant observaticnL
Lf_ _ _ _----fvailable

04

for field use,
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,

F.

Diaper Identifies Subject
A witness to a bank robbery could not identify one of the subjects

because he was masked at the time of the robbery. The subject was then
photographed with a diaper placed over his face. The photograph was
enlarged to life size. Thereafter, the witness readily identified the subject
and made the identification in court.
The technique of placing hats, masks, sunglasses, and other
objects on the subject and then photographing him has been used effectively
in several cases where these items were worn by the subject at the time

of the crime. Enlarging the photograph to Ufe size has made identiflcation
easier in some instances.
G,

Zoned Maps Locate Abandoned Trucks
A large eastern office investigates numerous cases involving

bij ackingo

SWift loc.ation and recovery of the abandoned truck frequently

assists in identifying the thief. In order to accomplish this, maps of the
city are divided into zones and placed in Bureau cars. After a truck
hijacking is reported, the description of the truck is broadcast, and
Agents assigned to el'iminal investigations are instructed to call the
office by phone for zone aSSignments, By referring to the map, the Agent
can determine the precise area he is to seaJ:ch. Through this method a
very large area can be thOI'oughly and systematically searched in a short
- 60-

time. This technique has been very effective,
H. ,-I_ _ _ _ _ _ _,
In an extortion case 1 Agents were confronted with a problem in

regard to survei Hance of the location where the payoff was to occur. The
site selected by the extortionist was on top of a mound approximately 75
feet in Circumference at the base and 25 feet high. Seventy-five per cent of
the mound was surrounded by water

The mound was in an open area. It

Q

was necessary to get Agents close enough to make an apprehension and
still not be observed beforehand. The only place offering coverage was
at least 100 yards away.'

'and two subjects were apprehended.

,

I.

In another extortion case, the site of the payoff was in a

rural area~ near a railroad crOSSing and an infrequently used Siding.
There were no buildings or natural cover from which the location of
the payoff could be observed.

I
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were able to observe the area selected for the payoff.

I

J.

A kidnapper instructed that the payoff was to be made at a specific
place in open country. On the morning of the day designated for the payoff,
________________________________________~~othe
vicinity of the area selected by the kidnapper. It was made to appear that

I

I

This made It posslb Ie for another

~-r=============--Agent,I....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.l~o be in a position to observe
the payoff scene and any automobiles in the vicinity.

lb7E

1

A payoff has been observed froml..._ _ _- - - - - -....

l

L

K.

la...--_ _ _----~
During the investigation of an espionage case, information was

received that a meeting was to take place in a large park in an eastern

I

city. It was known that many peopl~'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _... By

.....__________.........1an Agent was able to blend into the
general environment and to successfully observe the meeting.
L.

&-1 _ _- - - - - - - - - - - ' ,
An unknown subject lived in a very large apartment building.

The apprOximate time she would return to the building was determined
- 62

~

through prior surveillances.

I

~-------r========:,--

Arrangements were then made fo

A visual check of
mmediately after the subj ect entered the building, revealed

~d thus indicated the

L-___________________________ _

subject's apartment number.

M.

Various Items To Disguise A Surveillance Vehicle
During 8urvel11ance~

Ican be placed in Bureau

I

cars in order to achieve

For examP lel1.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......'and
can be easily removed when the surveillance is completed.
An Agent, equipped with a camera

From this vantage

~--------------------------------------point, it is possible to photograph those entering almost any place where
a meeting is taking place. If a meeting occurs at night,
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vm.

UNUSUAL APPLICATION OF OBJECTS
LOCATED IN CRIME-SCENE SBARCH

Every investigator is fully aware of the necessity for a systematic,
intelligent, and thorough crime-scene search.

n is obvious that latent

fingerprints, match covers, pieces of clothing, cartridges, and similar
Items can be useful in the solution of a crime. On the other hand, items
which may appear to be irrelevant at the time may become important as
the result of closer observation, subsequent investigation, scientific
e:xaminatlon, or unusual application of the Intelligence information
obtained as the result of the location of an object. The following examples
will indicate that nothing should be regarded as inSignificant during the
crime-scene search.

I

A.

Solves Train Wreck

A train, carrying several hundred soldiers, was wrecked in

Kentucky. During the crime-scene search, Agents accumulated all of
the evidence available.
placed on the track.

I

n included rocks and a stick which had been

~as found near the scene of the wreck.

A neighborhood investigation disclosed the owner

I It was

o~

learned that the owner had loaned it to another boy. The

seco~d

boy

I _______. . . lon
. the

furnished the name of the boy who had been ..

day of the wreck. A statement, admitting the crime, was obtained from

the third boy.
- 64
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t.lE:

B.

fIve Theft
A truck:, loaded w~th mel'(;handise being transported interstate,

was stolen 9 abandoned, and recovered. An interview of the driver was
unproductive. A thorough examination of tt~e truck revealecil

J

I
A neighborhood check in the
area of the abandvnment was negabve, A widenjng search of all garages
resulted in the lo(;ahcn of a damaged garage which had a green asphalt
roof. Neighborhood mquiI'Y developed a witness who had seen a truck,
similar- in descriphcm to the stolen t:f'ul'k, in the vicinity of the garage
on the night of the tt.~ft

0

The O(,:upa.,t of an apartment above the garage

admitted the theft and tmpilr;ated two other' persons.

c.

!>lve Burglax'lI'

'were

L'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

found at the scene of a. bUI'glaI'Y. Subsequent investigation developed a
suspect, During the interview of the suspect~

I

I

I

I

I
He was then shown the physical

evidence which had been gathe£ed at the scene of the cri.me. A signed
statement admitting the burglary was obtamedc
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D.

IIdentifies Bank Robbers
A search of the area during a bank robbery investigation resulted

in the recovery of ...
I ___________________1 The
FBI Laboratory was requested to take photographs of individuals who fitted the
general description of the suspects and who wer~..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...

....___________1Mug shots of likely suspects were substituted
in inserts made in the photographs.

lbiE

Through the use of this technique,

witnesses identified two subjects. The witnesses commented that the

V1~.ving of a photograph of the face of the subject an~....._ _ _ _ _ _ _...
......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....~emoved any doubt about the identification.
. E.

Parked Automobile Identifies Bank Robber
After the commission of a bank robbery, one of the bank tellers

.chased the subject out of the bank and down a street but was unable to
overtake him. During a search of the area around the

bank~

an Agent

I

observed an automobile parked on a downgradel

I
I A close
inspection of the car was made$1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=I:-C-OU-ld

...._____Ifor a fast getawaY$ ...a-n-tti;
...

have been the result of the pursUit of the subject by the teller. A
receipt book was located in the car, and the bank robbery note had
- 66-

been written on a receipt. Subsequent investigation disclosed that the
automobile was that of the bank robber and that the receipt book contained
the indented writing of the note.
It has been suggested that the local police and sheriffs should

be instructed to ask the bank official who calls to report a robber....I. to

J

L-________________________ While this
technique may not locate the car used by the bank robber, it may identify
witnesses who have observed something of Significance at the time of the
robbery. Frequently these automobiles have been removed before
investigators arrive at the scene.
F.

I

Subject IdentifiedBrl

In the investigation of a bank burglary in a small city,C]

I

Iwere found on the vault
floor. The jailer at the cOWlty jail was requested t~
of all known burglars subsequently incarcerated in the county. jail. A

subject was identified WIthin three days, and this led to the identification'
of two of his associates as partiCipants in the crime.
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IX. TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED IN INTERVIEWS

Interviews of informants, sources of information, witnesses, police
officers, bUSinessmen, as well as friends, neighbors, and relatives of the
subject, may furnish the investigator with all the information needed to solve
a crime or to accompUsh another purpose. At times, an interview of the
subject will bring the investigation to a successful conclusion. Frequently,
however, full co-operation is not freely given or is deliberately withheld
by subjects or relatives and associates of the subject. In this event, it
may be necessary to employ some stratagem to obtain the desired information.
An unusual technique was employed in each of the following interviews.

I

A.

An investigation was conducted of a murder of an Indian on a
Government reservation. A logical suspect denied any knowledge of the
crimeJ
Ib7£

[Further

~----------------------------------------------------interrogation led to a confession.

B.

n sometimes occurs in the investigation of cases, for example,
- 68 -

those involving transportation of stolen motor vehlcles, that the investigator has to determine if the automobile in the possession of the suspect
was stolen.

LI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....

I He should be aske1

I

I

Experience has demonstrated that in every case in
~--------------~
which the automobile was stolen the suspect had no knowledge ofl

I

I Confessions have been obtained because of this fact....- - _......

c.

~I

______________________---_\
At the moment of apprehenSion, a

fugitive-des~rter

I

aske1

should be

In most instances the

immediate reaction is for the subj ect to stat4

I

A

possible reason for this is that the deserter wants to demonstrate his
mental prowessl

lor believes that the charge

against him will not be as sever'e i~

IOnce

.....___...._____......1the subject is no longer in a position to
deny his identity. This can be extremely important in those instances
where the deserter has a brother with a similar description.

D.
The following technique was used successfully in an interview
of a subject who had been

in

the company of a fugitive for many months.
=
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I___________________-.lldUring

He was asked about ..

the pertinent period., The subject realized that it was impossible to fabricate

........._____..----------1 The subject then gave an

explanation

This explanation solved a number of bank robberies,

for

automobiJe thefts, and local robberies.

E.

~----------------------~I

When it is apparent that relatives of a fugitive are not giving full

co-operation, it is possible to express sympathy while strategically and
nonchalantly prOdUCin~

1
.._________________...1Comments are apologetically
made that if the subject is not located,

The Agent explains that he regrets the necessity for this because
of the adverse effect this action generally has on members of the family,
although they are innocent of any wrongdoing. Often they become concerned
about the notoriety that could result fronil-_ _ _ _ _....land the effect
it could have on their employment.

1______. . . .\

F ......

An informant advised that a couple had registered

In

a hotel and

that the woman was engaging in prostitution. PrevIous investigation had
- 70-

disclosed that the ('.ouple were man and wife, In a prior interview, she
had denied prostitution and interstate travel.

n was believed that

prostitution could be proved through witnesses. The informant learned
that the couple had recently arrived in town, but could not ascertain
where they had come from or the mode of travel. Agents interviewed

J

her husband as a suspect,

I

J Prei1minary investigation pointed to

She named a hotel in another state where they had stayed on the night in
question. She also furnished details of their travel by bus to their
present location. She even gave a signed statement. Her husband was
convicted for violating the White Slave Traffic Act.

-----_--11

G. ,___

A successful interview of a subject in a case involving theft

of Government property resulted when the following technique was used.
Some of the stolen pl'openy had been stored in a metal box. This box
was in full view of the subject during the interview,

~-----------------

The question brought an admission of guilt
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In some interviews involving

I

,,..- - - - - - - - , the withholding of any indication Ofl

1.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.llhas been advantageous. While it may make

the first part of the interview difficult, circumstances often warrant an
attempt to uulize this technique. It is possible that the person being interviewed may make a remar1

--------------------------------~

"--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....1This technique is especially

effective when relatives or acquaintances are present, An opportunity is
presented to overhear any offhand remarks or instruction1

II
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